
Wood Carvings : Turning Lemons Into Lemonade  

 
What to do with the stumps that were the result of a large tree that needed to be 

removed from our property because it presented a danger to our home? To remove 

that large tree, several other trees needed to be removed. (For that story… Tree 

Saga: I’ll Never Be Able to Afford New Golf Clubs. Ruth always wanted a totem 

pole and now she is not only getting a totem pole utilizing one of the smaller tree 

trunks that had to be removed to get to the large tree, but an Native American, with 

a canoe on his back, carved into the larger 18 foot stump. Joseph Frohnapfel, from 

Stow, Ohio, has agreed to do the carvings and we will close this article with the 

final product. See the Before and After pictures… 

 

Before: The trees were cut off about 

eighteen feet above the ground. The stump in front of our home (right) is to be the 

totem pole and the larger stump (left) in the ravine will be the Native American 

Portaging His Canoe up the side of our ravine. 

 

 

 

 

http://www.drglenn.net/files/stories/Tree%20Saga.pdf
http://www.drglenn.net/files/stories/Tree%20Saga.pdf


After: Joe spent his first day shaving the bark from the smaller stump. He made 

great progress. He explained that after shaving the bark the carving would begin. 

First, rough caving, then sanding and then application of a stain and wood 

preservative. 

 

Day 1 



Lots of hard work by Joe on Day 1.  

 

Days 2 and 3 

 

Joe added the eagles at the top, along with their wings, feathers and beak. Looks 

great. The final task was adding the colored preservative. On to the next carving.  

Ruth and I love our totem pole but the Native American Portaging His Canoe 

sculpture has been scrapped as Sculptor Joe determined that the trunk is not 

suitable for the original project. We are tentatively planning on a nest with a 

mother eagle and two baby eagles…all sitting atop the stump. This sculpture will 

be undertaken in the Spring of 2018, and a postscript to this story added. 
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